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LaCheryl’s Corner
Quote of the
Month

“No matter how
you feel get up,
dress up, show up

WORLD HUNGER DAY
OCTOBER 16, 2018
1.3 billion tons of the food
produced worldwide never
gets eaten. Hunger and
malnutrition are the greatest risks to health worldwide—hunger kills more
than AIDS, malaria and
tuberculosis combined. To
highlight the importance of
good nutrition, this year
World Hunger Day focuses
on how the right nutrients
and an adequate diet is
the cornerstone of good
health. There are over 870
million people in the world
who are hungry right now.
I'm not talking about could
use a snack before lunch
hungry, not even didn’t
have time for breakfast
hungry, but truly, continually, hungry. Around the
world, more than enough
food is produced to feed
the global population—but
millions of people go hungry each year. After steadily declining for a decade,
world hunger is on the rise,

affecting 11 percent of
people globally. There were
an estimated 775 million
undernourished people in
2014 – a record low. Hunger is strongly interconnected with poverty, and it
involves interactions
among an array of social,
political, demographic, and
societal factors. People
living in poverty frequently

face household food insecurity, use inappropriate
care practices, and live in
unsafe environments that
have low access to quality
water, sanitation, and hygiene, and inadequate
access or availability to
health services and education—all of which contribute to hunger.

and never give up.”

N A T I O N A L C A K E D AY N OV E M B E R 2 6 T H
-Unknown author

Whether it’s a shapely
bundt cake (celebrated
on November 15) to the
less curvaceous sheet
cake, these sweet layered, frosting covered or
fondant decorated works
of art scream celebra-

tion! It may be made at
home from scratch, or
from a box mix or picked
up from the bakery or
grocery store. Whichever
way, a cake can be one,
or a combination of, thousands of flavors.

“Perhaps they are not
stars in the sky but
rather openings in
heaven here the
home of our lost
ones pour through
and shines down to
let us know they are
happy.”

We’re on the Web
aikensfuneralhom.net

Pre-Need
Everyday we witness
the benefits of planning ahead and we
see the many problems that confronts
those who do not
plan ahead. Please call
our office for further
details.

Poinsettia Day
In July of 2002, the House of Representatives created Poinsettia Day, passing a
Resolution to honor Paul Ecke Jr. who is considered the father of the poinsettia
industry. It was Paul Ecke's discovery of a technique which causes seedlings to
branch that allowed the Poinsettia industry to flourish. It may come as a surprise
to hear that every year, Poinsettias contribute upwards of $250,000,000 to the U.S. economy-at the
wholesale level! Poinsettias are the best selling potted plant in the U.S. and Canada. The Ecke's technique remained a secret until the 1990s when a university researcher discovered and published the formula. Both Paul Ecke Sr. and Paul Ecke Jr. worked tirelessly to promote the plant and its association with Christmas. The flower connects to the legend of a young girl, distraught about not having
anything with which to honor the Baby Jesus in a Christmas Procession. An angel tells her that any
gift given with love is a wonderful gift. Later the weeds she gathers by the roadside to place around the
manger miraculously transform into the beautiful red star flower we think of as Poinsettia. But Mexico's relationship to the plant goes back even further. The Aztecs called the plant Cuitlaxochitl meaning
"star flower" and used it to produce a red dye. delivered to him by caravan to what is now Mexico
City.

CHRISTMAS TRADTIONS THAT WE LOVE
Did You Know That

160 Countries Celebrate Christmas Every
Year???

Hot Chocolate

The Benefits of Pre-need
are:


Locks in today's

Christmas Lights

prices.


Attending Christmas Eve Church

Gives you the flexibility to make payments.



Allows you to personalize your service as

Watching Christmas Movies

you would want.
Hanging the Christmas
Tree

Christmas Shopping

